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NOVEMBER 2018 NEWSLETTER 

 

 

all of us at DJA, we send ourall of us at DJA, we send ourall of us at DJA, we send ourall of us at DJA, we send our    
warmest wishes for an especially bright andwarmest wishes for an especially bright andwarmest wishes for an especially bright andwarmest wishes for an especially bright and    
beautiful holiday season to all of our beautiful holiday season to all of our beautiful holiday season to all of our beautiful holiday season to all of our friends,friends,friends,friends,    
clients and their families.clients and their families.clients and their families.clients and their families.    
 

Celebrate, Be Merry and 
Have Fun! 

 
Deborah John, President 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT DATES:  
 

November 4 

Day Light Savings: Don’t Be 
Late Monday! 
 

November 7 
DJA Webinar 
Program Integrity 
11:00 a.m. CST 
 

 

November 11 
Veteran’s Day 

 
 
 

November 22 & 23 

Thanksgiving - DJA Closed  
 

November 26 – November 30 

FSA Conference 
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• G-5 Shutdown 
 

• Re-enact 2016 BDR 
 

• TG Confirmation 
 

• FISAP Edit Corrections 
 

• 19/20 FAFSA 
 

• 19/20 FAFSA on the Web 
PowerPoint Presentation 

 

• Compliance Corner: Cyber 
Security 

 

• DJA Calendar 

 
 

 

 

Have you had a chance to attend our monthly webinars?   These webinars are 

designed to keep you up to date on current regulations and requirements that will 

help your school stay in compliance. DJA monthly webinars begin at 11:00 a.m. 

CST, on the first Wednesday of each month, and normally last about an hour. We 

have two webinars left before wrapping up our 2018 series. This month we will 

present on Program Integrity and next month on 1098-T reporting. 

 

November is a busy month and we still have a few deadlines approaching before 

the end of 2018. On the 11th we will honor and celebrate all the veterans who 

have served for our country. Please note that Veteran’s Day will result in the 

closure of all government offices and may have an impact on your Title IV 

processing. Also noteworthy is the upcoming G-5 shutdown. During this time 

period, schools will not be able to draw down or return funds, please plan 

accordingly! Please also note the upcoming deadline to for TG Confirmation and 

also the FISAP Edit Correction deadline of December 14, 2018.  

 

In celebration of the Thanksgiving Holiday and so our team can spend time with 

their families, DJA will be closed on Thursday, November 22nd and Friday 

November, 23rd for the Thanksgiving Holiday.  We wish each and every one of our 

clients a Happy Thanksgiving ! 

 

 
Thank you and until next time, have fun!  

Deborah John, President 
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VETERANS DAY FEDERAL HOLIDAY PROCESSING 
 
DJA will be open and continue to process, but because the Veterans Day federal holiday falls on Sunday, 
federal offices as well as some Title IV processors and contact centers will be closed on Monday November 12, 
2018 (the day after Veterans Day) to observe the federal holiday. DJA will be open, and the Central Processing 
System (CPS) will accept data on Monday November 12, 2018; but will not process data or send Institutional 
Student Information Records (ISIRs) until Tuesday, November 12, 2018.  
 
The Common Origination and Disbursement (COD) System will accept and process data from schools and send 
back responses/acknowledgments on Monday the 12th, but schools will not be able to receive any federal funds 
on that day. Requests for changes in funding levels and for funds will not be processed until Tuesday, 
November 12, 2018. 
 

G-5 SHUTDOWN NOTICE 

 
USDE will be performing maintenance on the platform that hosts the G5 Grant Management System from 12:00 
a.m. (EST) Saturday, November 10th through 6:00 a.m. (EST) Monday, November 19th, 2018.  The G5 system 
will be unavailable for all activities. 

G5 System Outage  

All day Saturday, November 10, 2018 through 6 a.m. Eastern time (ET) on Monday, November 19, 2018, the 
G5 website will not be available. Schools will not be able to draw down or return funds during this period for 
the following Title IV Programs: 

• Campus-Based Programs 
• Federal Pell Grant (Pell Grant) 
• Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grant 
• Teacher Education Assistance for College and Higher Education Grant (TEACH Grant) 
• William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan (Direct Loan) 

COD System Processing  

All day Saturday, November 10, 2018 through 6 a.m. ET on Monday, November 19, 2018, the Common 
Origination and Disbursement (COD) System will accept Pell Grant, Iraq and Afghanistan Service Grant, 
TEACH Grant, and Direct Loan records. However, after 10 a.m. ET on Friday, November 9, 2018, Current 
Funding Level (CFL) changes (as a result of actual disbursements) and funding will not be processed by G5 
until November 19, 2018. 

All actual disbursements with a disbursement date from November 10th through November 16th must be 
received, and subsequently accepted, by the COD System no later than 10 a.m. ET on Friday, November 9, 

2018, in order to generate the appropriate funding level increase prior to the outage. Disbursements submitted 
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by the deadline but not subsequently accepted, disbursements submitted after the deadline, and disbursements 
with a disbursement date after November 16th will be processed and funded after G5 re-opens. 

Note: Generally, schools that submit records by the 10 a.m. ET deadline on November 9th will be able to draw 
those funds after 2 p.m. ET on Friday, November 9th.  

Contact Information  

We appreciate your patience and understanding as we complete the required activities during the upcoming 
period. If you have any questions about this announcement, contact one of the following help desks: 

• For questions related to G5, contact the G5 Hotline at 1-888-336-8930. You may also email 
ecaps.user@ed.gov.   

• For questions related to the COD System, contact the COD School Relations Center at 1-800-848-0978. You 
may also email CODSupport@ed.gov.  

https://ifap.ed.gov/eannouncements/101118OutageAlertG5Nov101918ImpactFSAFunds.html  

 

JUDGE MOSS RE-ENACTS THE BORROWERS DEFENSE TO REPAYMENT RULE OF 2016 
 

On October 16, 2018 the 2016 Borrower Defense to Repayment Rule was re-activated as current policy by a 
federal judge. It has been a long year of delays for the BDR rule and after several lawsuits spurring litigation, it 
has been decided that due to unlawful postponements the regulations of the BDR rule would stand as published 
in the 2016 Federal Register. 

To recap history of BDR, it was initially published near the end of the Obama administration and set to take 
effect on July 1, 2017. However, as Betsy DeVos became the Secretary of Education she issued several delays 
on that effective date with the intention of allowing the Department enough time to conduct negotiated rule 
making and create revised regulations. On February 14, 2018, Secretary of Education, Betsy Devos issued final 
regulations delaying implementation of the 2016 Borrower Defense to Repayment Rule until July 1, 2019.  
Throughout this time period, two separate lawsuits were filed. On May 24, 2017 the California Association of 
Private Postsecondary Schools (CAPPS) filed a complaint in Federal District Court challenging the 2016 BDR 
Rule, citing it would cause potential harm to its member schools. Additionally, a group of Democratic 
attorney’s also filed suit against the Department, stating the delays were in violation of the Administrative 
Procedures Act.  

As reported in last month’s newsletter, on July 31, 2018 the Department published a Federal Register providing 
a notice of negotiated rulemaking (NPRM) on the borrower defense to repayment and related issues (BDR). The 
Federal Register allowed for a 30 day comment period which ended on August 31, 2018. However, before the 
Department was able to consider the tens of thousands of comments it received, on September 17th the U.S. 
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District Court Judge Randolph Moss sided with the attorneys who filed suit and overturned Secretary DeVos’ 
action suspending the implementation of the 2016 Rule, citing the delays were arbitrary.  

While the BDR ruling is currently in effect, the Department has been relatively silent on providing guidance to 
institutions on the next steps.  

To view the final 2016 BDR ruling published in the Federal Register visit: 
https://ifap.ed.gov/fregisters/attachments/FR110116.pdf.  

 
 
ACTIVE CONFIRMATION OF TG NUMBERS (SAIG MAILBOXES) AND ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
USER ACCOUNTS REQUIRED BY DECEMBER 14, 2018 
 

Every organization enrolled for a Student Aid Internet Gateway (SAIG) account is required to review and 
validate its assigned TG numbers and Electronic Services user accounts by December 14, 2018. This includes 
TG numbers (SAIG Mailboxes) with access to the NSLDS Professional Access website, the COD Web Site, 
and all FAA Access to CPS Online and EDconnect user accounts. It also includes TG numbers enrolled for 
SAIG batch services for the National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS®), the Central Processing System 
(CPS), the Common Origination and Disbursement (COD) System, and the Financial Management System 
(FMS). 
 

Failure to accurately complete this process by December 14, 2018 will result in loss of access to Federal 

Student Aid data systems, including services such as Institutional Student Information Record (ISIR) 

deliveries, ISIR requests, Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA®) corrections, and NSLDS 

enrollment reporting and updates. 
 

Important Reminders: 
 

• Every organization must review the services associated with each of its SAIG mailboxes (Destination 
Points/TG numbers) and Electronic Services accounts and provide active confirmation that enrolled staff 
continue to require their access to each listed service or system. It is a serious security violation to 
confirm access to a service or system if the individual no longer requires it. Similarly, an individual who 
no longer requires professional access to any Federal Student Aid data system, or who is no longer 
employed by the organization, must be deleted from the organization’s list. 

• To perform the active confirmation process, each organization’s Primary Destination Point 
Administrator (DPA) must follow the steps outlined below for both the organization's SAIG mailboxes 
(Destination Points/TG numbers) and Electronic Services accounts. It is a two-step process. 

• Third party servicers are also required to validate their organization’s SAIG mailboxes and Electronic 
Services accounts. Failure to do so will mean client schools risk losing access to batch services. Schools 
must work with their third party servicer to ensure the validation process is completed to avoid 
disruption in reporting services with Federal Student Aid data systems. 

 

The Primary DPA of the primary TG number (Destination Point/mailbox) must perform all of the steps to 
provide active confirmation for 1) the organization’s SAIG mailboxes (Destination Points/TG numbers) and 2) 
the organization’s Electronic Services accounts. 
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The steps required and critical information can be found in this electronic announcement at: 
https://ifap.ed.gov/eannouncements/102218ActiveConfirmationRequiredByDec14.html  
 

Contact Information 
If you have questions, contact CPS/SAIG Technical Support at 800/330-5947 (TDD/TTY 800/511-5806) or by 
email at CPSSAIG@ed.gov.  
 
DJA Clients:  DJA has validated all services attached to DJA’s SAIG mailboxes and all users with access 

under DJA.  You are reminded that your school’s DPA is responsible for all services/users attached to the 

school’s SAIG mailbox.  
 
 
FISAP EDIT CORRECTIONS DUE DECEMBER 14, 2018 

As published in the Federal Register dated January 3, 2018, https://ifap.ed.gov/fregisters/FR010318.html, any 
changes, corrections or edits to the Fiscal Operations Report for 2017–18 and the Application to Participate for 
2019–20 (FISAP) must be submitted to the Department of Education (the Department) no later than 11:59 p.m. 
Eastern time (ET) on Friday, December 14, 2018.  

Changes to FISAP Data  

If a school needs to make changes to data that was originally reported on its FISAP, the school must log in to 
the COD website and change the data in the applicable section(s) of the FISAP and resubmit the FISAP for 
processing. 

• Prior to December 14, 2018, schools should ensure that the amounts reported on the FISAP in Part IV, 
Section E, line 17-Expended Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (FSEOG) Authorization, 
and Part V, Section E, line 18-Expended Federal Work-Study (FWS) Authorization, reconcile with the 
drawdown information in G5. During the closeout process of 2017–18 Campus-Based awards, any authorized 
funds that were not expended will be de-obligated from G5. This means that the final authorization amount in 
G5 will be automatically reduced by the amount reported as unexpended on the FISAP. 

Note: If a school has drawn down more funds than it reported as expended on the FISAP, a negative balance 
will be created in G5. When this happens, we will reduce the school’s authorization in G5 to the expended 
amounts reported on the FISAP (as certified by the school’s Chief Executive Officer), and the school will be 
required to return the amount of the negative balance. 

For example, if a school drew down its entire authorized FWS amount of $50,000 but reported an expended 
amount of only $40,000 on its FISAP, the result is a negative balance of $10,000 in G5. The school will be 
required to return $10,000 to G5. 

• A school should review its FISAP for possible changes to Part VI, Section B, Calculating the Administrative 
Cost Allowance (ACA). Increases to the ACA calculation will not be accepted after December 14, 2018. 
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Corrections to FISAP Data and Edit Errors  

Real-time validation edit errors are captured when a school completes and submits the FISAP online via the 
COD website. Edit corrections must be submitted by the December 14, 2018 deadline. 

• After submitting a FISAP, a school can view a listing of its FISAP edit errors by accessing its FISAP in the 
COD website and clicking on “Validate” then “Validate All Parts”. Validation error numbers and the 
corresponding error messages will display on the screen. 

• A “Fix Error” button is located to the right of each validation error message. Clicking on this button will 
display the FISAP section where the error occurred. Perform validation again to determine if the validation 
edit has cleared or if further corrections are needed. Finally, after all corrections have been made and 
validated, click the “Submit” button. 

• In some cases, a school may provide information relevant to an error message. A “Provide Additional 
Information” option is located next to these validation error messages. To log relevant information, click on 
the plus sign (+) to open a comment box in which a school can provide additional information. 

• If a school entered inaccurate data at the time the FISAP was submitted, the data can be corrected by logging 
in to the COD website and changing the inaccurate data in the applicable section of the FISAP. Validating the 
data to ensure no edit errors have been encountered and then submitting the data are also required in this 
circumstance. 

Other Important Notes  

Remember to submit all corrections – Simply validating and/or saving corrections does not result in these 
corrections being submitted to the Department. After editing and validating the FISAP it is imperative that 
schools use the “Submit” button to complete this process. 

Verify that changes/corrections have been received by the Department – Schools should log in to COD, and 
from the School tab, select the link for Campus-Based. Once directed to Campus-Based, select “Self-Service” 
then “Submission Log” to view the log and verify submission of the update. 

Signature not required for FISAP changes – Currently, schools are not required to resend signature pages 
when changes/corrections are made to a previously submitted FISAP. 

How to submit a change request after December 14, 2018 – In exceptional circumstances only, if a correction 
is needed after the December 14th deadline, the school must access the COD Web Site to make the necessary 
correction. Corrections will be saved in a Draft copy of the FISAP and then submitted to the Department as a 
“Change Request.” After December 14th, when a school clicks on the “Submit” button, it will be automatically 
prompted to submit a “Change Request.” The school must provide a description of the change and justify the 
need to make the correction. The school must then submit the “Change Request” by clicking on the “Submit” 
button located under the “Description” input box. 

The school’s request will be reviewed by the FISAP Change Request Monitoring Team. The school will be 
notified of the decision to allow or deny the correction. If the correction is allowed, the school will be granted 
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access to “Submit” the correction by going back into the COD Web Site and submitting the FISAP as it 
normally would prior to December 14th. 

The following items will not be considered after the December 14th FISAP Corrections deadline: 

• Increase in requests for funds in Part II, Section A. 
• Increase in Administrative Cost Allowance (ACA) amount spent in Part III, Section B, item 8; Part IV, 

Section D, item 15; and Part V, Section D, item 15. 
• Changes made to Part II, Sections D–F after December 14th may result in reductions in funding for the 

application year. Changes that increase funding will be considered for reporting purposes, but the 
corresponding increases in funding will not be approved. 

Contact Information  

For additional information about FISAP corrections or edit processing, contact the COD School Relations 
Center at 1-800-848-0978. You may also email CODsupport@ED.gov 
https://ifap.ed.gov/eannouncements/102618FISAPEditCorrectionsdue1242018.html  
 
 
2019-2020 FAFSA, FAFSA ON THE WEB WORKSHEET & QUESTION 23 WORKSHEET  
 
The final versions of the 2019-2020 Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA®), 2018-2019 FAFSA on 

the Web Worksheet, and 2019-2020 Student Aid Eligibility Worksheet for Question 23 are now available in 
English and Spanish, in Portable Document Format (PDF).  
 
The PDF versions of the FAFSA are provided to the community as a resource that can be used as a training tool 
or for financial aid presentations. These PDF versions are also available on FAFSA.gov for submission to 
Federal Student Aid.  
 
Links to all documents are attached to this electronic announcement at: 
https://ifap.ed.gov/eannouncements/100918FAFSAWebWkshtStudAidEligWksht4Quest23201920.html  
  
 
2019-20 FAFSA ON THE WEB PREVIEW PRESENTATION 

To assist the community with the 2019–20 Free Application for Federal Student Aid form (FAFSA®) 
processing cycle, the attached Microsoft PowerPoint presentation containing information and screen shots 
pertaining to the 2019–20 fafsa.gov website. 

The purpose of the 2019–20 presentation is to provide financial aid administrators (FAAs), mentors, and 
counselors with screen shots that can be used as a reference tool for the site. We encourage you to use this 
information for internal staff training or for high school financial aid night presentations. 
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Note the following items: 

• The screen shots in this presentation are intended to show a majority of the questions on fafsa.gov; however, 
most students and/or parents will likely not need to answer all of these questions when completing their 
application. 

• All data used to create this presentation is test data and is intended to show examples of what the site looks 
like. 

In addition, detailed information about enhancements to fafsa.gov is provided in the 2019–2020 Summary of 
Changes for the Application Processing System guide, which is available on the IFAP Website.  

The 2019–20 Web Demonstration site is available at https://fafsademo.test.ed.gov. The demonstration site can 
be used as a training tool for your staff and for students and parents. You can access the demonstration site 
using eddemo as the User name and fafsatest as the Password. 

https://ifap.ed.gov/eannouncements/101218fafsadotgov201920PreviewPresentation.html 

 

COMPLIANCE CORNER 

CYBER SECURITY COMPLIANCE: BREACH RESPONSBILITY AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES 

 
Defining each breach responsibility entails answering the following questions: 

• What constitutes a breach? 

• Who takes ownership of a breach? 

• When should a breach be reported? 

• Where should we report a breach? 

• What should be included in a breach report? 

• What to expect after notification? 
 
What constitutes a breach? 
Any unauthorized disclosure, misuse, alteration, destruction or other compromise of information. Important to 
note: 

• No minimum size or # of records 

• Employee access is not exempt if wrong  

• Not strictly digital or technology-based – paper counts! 

• Covers data in storage, in transit or being processed 
 
Who takes ownership of a breach? 

• YOU (and your school) assume the risk for the loss of data 

• Cyber Security protects the data to the identified risk level 
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• Data protection, breach prevention MUST be a joint operation for success 

• WE have an obligation to the students and parents to protect their PII information 
 
When should a breach be reported? 

• On the day of detection when a data breach is even suspected 
• USDE has the authority to fine institutions that do not comply with the requirement to self-report data 

breaches; up to $54,789 per violation 
 
Where should we report a breach? 
Visit the IFAP website at https://ifap.ed.gov/ifap  
 

 
 
 

 
By clicking on this link, you will be directed to the email exchange system your institution utilizes.  
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What should be included in a breach? 

• Date of Breach (Suspected or Known) 

• Impact of Breach (#of records, etc.) 

• Method of Breach (Hack, accidental disclosure, etc.) 

• Information Security Program Point of Contact Email and Phone details 

• Remediation Status (complete, in-process- with detail, etc.) 

• Next steps (as needed) 
 
What to expect after notification? 

• CPS Response 

 
• USDE Response 

 
 
 
Understanding breach responsibility is important should you find yourself in a reactive situation (responding to 
an actual breach); however, DJA also wants to educate you on how you can create a proactive situation by 
implementing protective measures such as effective passwords and the six most important things to remember 
when it comes to cyber security.  
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Typically any system or device obtained by your institution will come with a default password. These should be 
changed immediately. The following syntax rules are suggested to create an effective password: 

• Be at least 10 characters in length when supported by the technology. 

• Contain at least 3 of the following; lower case alphabetic, upper case alphabetic, numerical, and symbol. 

• Not contain the user ID as part of the password. 

• Be changed at least once every 90 days.  

• Not be reused until after at least 12 iterations. 
 
Passwords that are not secure: 

• 99.9% of all user-generated passwords are insecure  

• Word-number-punctuation most commonly cracked ‘complex’ password 

• Solutions are based on two factor authentication 

• The myth of privacy and security 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Tough to Crack Passwords: 

• Avoid using dictionary words.  These passwords are easy for hackers to figure out using an electronic 
dictionary. 

• Don’t use personal information.  Any part of your name, birthday, Social Security number, or similar 
information for your loved ones is a bad password choice. 

• Avoid common sequences, such as numbers or letters in sequential order or repetitive numbers or letters. 

• If the web site supports it, try to use special characters, such as $, #, and &.  Most passwords are case 
sensitive, so use a mixture of upper case and lower case letters, as well as numbers. 

• Passwords become harder to crack with each character that you add, so longer passwords are better than 
shorter ones. A brute-force attack can easily defeat a password with seven or fewer characters.  

• To help you easily remember your password, consider using the first letter from each word in a 
sentence, a phrase, a poem, or a song title as a password.  Be sure to add in numbers and/or special 
characters. 

• Create different passwords for different accounts and applications. That way, if one password is 
breached, your other accounts won’t be put at risk too.  Do not use the same or variations of the same 
password for different applications. 

• Despite admonitions to the contrary, one easy way to remember your passwords is to write them down 
and keep them in a securely locked place.  Never leave them on a Post-It note on your monitor, in an 
address book, in a desk drawer, or under your keyboard or mouse pad (or any other obvious place). 

Password cracking by security experts: 
Six characters:              12 seconds 
Seven characters:           5 minutes 
Eight characters:             4 hours 
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• Consider using a secure password manager.  The Firefox browser has a password manager already built 
in.  The Firefox password manager and 4 others are reviewed at http://lifehacker.com/5042616/five-best-
password-managers. 

• If you have already established a password that is not strong, change it!  Web sites have a variety of 
procedures that govern how you can change your password. Look for a link (such as "my account") 
somewhere on the site's homepage that goes to an area of the site that allows password and account 
management. 

 
Six Valuable Things to Remember: 

• Only collect and use information that is absolutely necessary, and only share with those who absolutely 
need the information 

• “Review and reduce”—inventory your PII and PII data flows, and look for ways to reduce PII 

• Think before you hit the “send” button (Email is by far the #1 source of breaches) 

• “Scramble, don’t gamble”- encrypt, encrypt, encrypt 

• Minimize (or eliminate) the use of portable storage devices 

• Protect PII on paper—enforce a clean desk policy, use secure shredding bins, locked cabinets, etc. 
 
 

DJA CALENDAR 
 
2018 DJA MONTHLY WEBINAR SCHEDULE 
 
 

Monthly DJA Webinar:  Program Integrity - Wednesday, November 7th - 11 a.m. CDT 

 
NOTE: There may be a difference between DJA local time and your time zone. To determine your time zone 
equivalent, click on this link to view a time zone map: http://www.worldtimezone.com/time-usa12.php 
 
Webinars are free to clients.  There is a fee for all others who may be interested in joining us for these 
presentations. Invitations are automatically sent to all clients, however if you do not receive an invitation, email 
Renee Ford at rford@gotodja.com. After registering, you will receive the log-in information. Questions can be 
directed to Renee by email or by calling toll free at 1-800-242-0977.  
 

 
2018 DJA MONTHLY WEBINAR SCHEDULE 

 
NOV 7    Program Integrity (Audits, Program Review) 
DEC 5   1098-T Reporting 
 
 

 
Missouri Association of Student Financial Aid Personnel 
November 5-7th in Lake of the Ozarks, MO 
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DJA will be an exhibitor at this convention, as well as conducting an information training session. Please stop 
by and see us! For additional information on this convention, visit their website at 
https://www.masfap.org/docs/toc_conferences.html.  
 
 
 

2018 FEDERAL STUDENT AID (FSA) TRAINING CONFERENCE 

Registration and housing, as well as the complete agenda for the 2018 FSA Training Conference are now open 
at http://fsaconferences.ed.gov/. DJA will be sending several team members for the annual training as well. Be 
sure to look for Melissa Solf, Renee Ford, Kelly Wilks and Gini Pryor in Atlanta and let us know if you will be 
attending so we can connect! 

 

The date & location of the FSA Training Conference:  

November 27 – November 30, 2018 
(Tuesday, approximate 8 a.m. start time – Friday, approximate 3 p.m. end time)  

Monday, November 26, 2018  
Foreign Schools Preconference  

Omni Atlanta Hotel at the CNN Center (meeting space and headquarter hotel)  
100 CNN Center NW  

Atlanta, GA 30303  

 

 

 

Disclaimer:  The information presented in this Newsletter is provided as a service and represents our best efforts to assist institutions with federal student aid 

regulations. We have collected information we believe to be important in finding and obtaining the resources for administering federal student aid; however, we assume 

no liability for the use of this information. The information in this newsletter does not constitute, and should not be construed as, legal advice.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


